
Course Modifications as a result of installation of the artificial greens and the opportunity to modify 
a number of elements of the course, prior to the mandatory re-rate of the USGA Course and Slope 
rating. In making any modifications due regard has been taken of the USGA Course rating System.

Green Size
All greens have been reduced in size into the 2 smallest categories of the seven used by the 
USGA/EGA.

Green side 
The first cut rough around the greens is aimed at between 1" and 2" deep during the growing 
season.

Bunkers
Two high maintenance bunkers, the green side bunker on the 14th Clunis and the shared green 
side and fairway bunker on the 16th Nunnery and 2nd Plateau have been removed.

Fairway Widths
The fairway markers were historically placed to make the fairways as wide as possible regardless 
of any ability to grow grass on them.
Some fairways have been narrowed by approx 5 yards (Leeway somewhat more) so that future 
attempts to grow grass utilise areas which have been successful previously.  There are a number 
of fairway width bands (9) which are gender based and affect the slope rating, and as such these 
have been incorporated into the positioning of fairway markers.

Start of Fairway
There are minimum tee shot carry lengths used in course rating by the USGA and EGA for bogey 
golf players, these are Men off 20+ and Women off 24+ handicaps. These carry yardages are 180 
yards for men and 130 yards for women. The markers have been positioned no more than 160 
yards for men or 120 yards for women from the respective tee boxes. 

Out of Bounds
These have better definition than previously for example the use of a railing and poles behind the 
7th green and down the right hand side of the 10th.
The 5th has had the course boundary ditch deepened to deter hunters, joyriders and bikers 
accessing the course. The course boundary is now inside the ditch and the OOB markers have 
been moved inwards and on to the top of the new boundary bund.
The internal OOB between the 9th and 6th fairways has been removed. The height and relative 
short distance of the first row of trees from the tee shot and required carry to clear the midpoint of 
the plantation to the r hand side of the 9th is some 275 yds and does not advantage the low 
handicap golfers. 

The Rough
The rough around the course and off the fairways will be exactly that.

Tees
The course will have new ratings for Men off the Yellow tees and additionally a Mens Red rating 
from the Ladies tees as a set of forward tees.
The Ladies will now use the bottom tee off the 12th The Leeway and not the upper position, the 
Men will also use this as a Red forward tee position.
This will give the Comp Secs the option to plan an event off the same tee position for both genders 
should they so wish.

Course Length
The Ladies overall course length is expected to reduce by approx 25 yards (+- 5 yards) due to a 
reduction of some 70 yards following the move to the lower 12th position and correction of tee to 
green length on the10th which gives an increased yardage of some 40 yards.




